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Explains how and why human cultures vary so greatly across space and time Cultural Anthropology, 14/e helps students understand how humans
vary culturally and why they got to be that way. It provides both a comprehensive and scientific introduction to cultural anthropology. This new
edition has an expanded and updated focus on environmental issues. REVEL from Pearson is an immersive learning experience designed for the way
today’s student read, think, and learn. REVEL modernizes familiar and respected course content with dynamic media interactives and assessments,
and empowers educators to increase engagement in the course, better connecting with students. The result is increased student engagement and
improved learning. Teaching and Learning Experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience- for you and your
students. It: Immersive Learning Experiences with REVEL: REVEL delivers immersive learning experiences designed for the way today's students
read, think, and learn. Engaging Pedagogically-Driven Design: Learning Objectives in each chapter correspond to chapter summary materials A Clear
Understanding of humans: Readers will learn the major variations in human kinship, economic, political, and religious systems and why it is
significant. Focus on Contemporary issues: Students will understand contemporary social problems and how anthropology might be used to address
them.
Covering the essential concepts that drive cultural anthropology today, Ken Guest’s Cultural Anthropology: A Toolkit for a Global Age shows
students that now, more than ever, global forces affect local culture and that the tools of cultural anthropology are essential to living in a global society.
A “toolkit” approach encourages students to pay attention to big questions raised by anthropologists, offers study tools to remind readers what
concepts are important, and shows them why it all matters in the real world.
This resource covers anthropology, psychology, and sociology.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101
Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice
tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780077433024 .
Strategies in Teaching Anthropology
Living Through Injury in Gangland Chicago
Teaching with Classroom Response Systems
Nest in the Wind
Cows, Pigs, Wars, and Witches
Cultural Heritage in Migration
Unique in focus and content, this book focuses on the how of teaching Anthropology across all of its sub-fields:
Cultural, Social, Biological, Archaeology, and Linguistics to provide a wide array of associated learning outcomes
and student activities. It is a valuable single-source compendium of strategies and teaching tricks of the trade
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from a group of seasoned teaching anthropologists - working in a variety of teaching settings - who share their
pedagogical techniques, knowledge, and observations.
Inner city communities in the US have become junkyards of dreams, to quote Mike Daviswastelands where gangs
package narcotics to stimulate the local economy, gunshots occur multiple times on any given day, and dreams of
a better life can fade into the realities of poverty and disability. Laurence Ralph lived in such a community in
Chicago for three years, conducting interviews and participating in meetings with members of the local gang which
has been central to the community since the 1950s. Ralph discovered that the experience of injury, whether
physical or social, doesn t always crush dreams into oblivion; it can transform them into something productive:
renegade dreams. The first part of this book moves from a critique of the way government officials, as opposed to
grandmothers, have been handling the situation, to a study of the history of the historic Divine Knights gang, to a
portrait of a duo of gang members who want to be recognized as authentic rappers (they call their musical style
crack music ) and the difficulties they face in exiting the gang. The second part is on physical disability, including
being wheelchair bound, the prevalence of HIV/AIDS among heroin users, and the experience of brutality at the
hands of Chicago police officers. In a final chapter, The Frame, Or How to Get Out of an Isolated Space, Ralph
offers a fresh perspective on how to understand urban violence. The upshot is a total portrait of the interlocking
complexities, symbols, and vicissitudes of gang life in one of the most dangerous inner city neighborhoods in the
US. We expect this study will enjoy considerable readership, among anthropologists, sociologists, and other
scholars interested in disability, urban crime, and race."
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the
textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9780078034879 .
During her first visit to the beautiful island of Pohnpei in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, anthropologist Martha
Ward discovered people who grew quarter-ton yams in secret and ritually shared a powerful drink called kava. She
managed a medical research project, ate dog, became pregnant, and responded to spells placed on her. Thirty
years later she returned to Pohnpei to learn what had happened there since her first visit. Were islanders still
relaxed and casual about sex? Were they still obsessed with titles and social rank? Was the island still lush and
beautiful? Had the inhabitants remained healthy? This second edition of Wards best-selling account is a rare,
longitudinal study that tracks people, processes, and a place through decades of change. It is also an intimate
record of doing fieldwork that immerses readers in the sights, smells, tastes, sounds, and the sensory richness of
Pohnpei. Ward addresses the ageless ethnographic questions about family life, politics, religion, traditional
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medicine, magic, and death together with contemporary concerns about postcolonial survival, the discontinuities
of culture, and adaptation to the demands of a global age. Her insightful discoveries illuminate the evolution of a
culture possibly distant from yet important to people living in other parts of the world.
And Other Essays on Everyday Anthropology
Renegade Dreams
Studyguide for Introducing Cultural Anthropology by Lenkeit, ISBN 9780072820256
The Essence of Anthropology
Diversity Dimensions in Mathematics and Language Learning
An Introduction

Maximising the exciting text type of the graphic novel as the format, these historically-themed fictional
stories can be used for both independent and group reading. The accompanying Teaching Notes, with
cross-curricular links to QCA topics, support the teaching of comprehension and language skills, helping
to raise literacy standards for all your pupils.
This first volume of the Ethnographer's Toolkit provides a practical, straightforward introduction to
ethnography and ethnographic practice to the student and novice fieldworker.
Our Origins, Fourth Edition, helps students engage with the "big picture" of human evolution. Innovative
media, photorealistic art, rigorously current content, new animations, new custom-produced
Anthropology Matters videos, and InQuizitive adaptive learning deliver everything needed to teach a stateof-the-art class.
One of the most widely used ethnographies published in the last twenty years, this Margaret Mead Award
winner has been used as required reading at more than 600 colleges and universities. This personal
account by a biocultural anthropologist illuminates not-soon-forgotten messages involving the sobering
aspects of fieldwork among malnourished children in West Africa. With nutritional anthropology at its
core, Dancing Skeletons presents informal, engaging, and oftentimes dramatic stories that relate the
author’s experiences conducting research on infant feeding and health in Mali. Through fascinating
vignettes and honest, vivid descriptions, Dettwyler explores such diverse topics as ethnocentrism, culture
shock, population control, breastfeeding, child care, the meaning of disability and child death in different
cultures, female circumcision, women’s roles in patrilineal societies, the dangers of fieldwork, and facing
emotionally draining realities. Readers will laugh and cry as they meet the author’s friends and
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informants, follow her through a series of encounters with both peri-urban and rural Bambara culture,
and struggle with her as she attempts to reconcile her very different roles as objective ethnographer,
subjective friend, and mother in the field. The 20th Anniversary Edition includes a 13-page “Q&A with the
Author” in which Dettwyler responds to typical questions she has received individually from students who
have been assigned Dancing Skeletons as well as audience questions at lectures on various campuses.
The new 23-page “Update on Mali, 2013” chapter is a factual update about economic and health
conditions in Mali as well as a brief summary of the recent political unrest.
Perspectives on Culture, Education and Multilingualism
Conformity and Conflict
Annual Editions: Anthropology, 40/e
An Integrated Approach
Around the World in 30 Years
Annual Editions: Anthropology 13/14
The perfect starting point for any student new to this fascinating subject, offering a serious yet accessible introduction to
anthropology. Across a series of fourteen chapters, Introducing Anthropology addresses the different fields and approaches
within anthropology, covers an extensive range of themes and emphasizes the active role and promise of anthropology in the
world today. The new edition foregrounds in particular the need for anthropology in understanding and addressing today's
environmental crisis, as well as the exciting developments of digital anthropology. This book has been designed by two authors
with a passion for teaching and a commitment to communicating the excitement of anthropology to newcomers. Each chapter
includes clear explanations of classic and contemporary anthropological research and connects anthropological theories to reallife issues at the local and global levels. The vibrancy and importance of anthropology is a core focus of the book, with
numerous interviews with key anthropologists about their work and the discipline as a whole, and plenty of ethnographic
studies to consider and use as inspiration for readers' own personal investigations. A clear glossary, a range of activities and
discussion points, and carefully selected further reading and suggested ethnographic films further support and extend students'
learning. Introducing Anthropology aims to inspire and enthuse a new generation of anthropologists. It is suitable for a range of
different readers, from students studying the subject at school-level to university students looking for a clear and engaging
entry point into anthropology.
The Annual Editions series is designed to provide convenient inexpensive access to a wide range of current articles from some
of the most respected magazines, newspapers and journals published today. Annual Editions are updated on a regular basis
through a continuous monitoring of over 300 periodical sources. The articles selected are authored by prominent scholars,
researchers, and commentators writing for a general audience. Each Annual Editions volume has a number of features designed
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to make them especially valuable for classroom use; including a brief overview for each unit, as well as Learning Outcomes,
Critical Thinking questions, and Internet References to accompany each article. Go to the McGraw-Hill CreateTM Annual
Editions Article Collection at http://www.mcgrawhillcreate.com/annualeditions to browse the entire collection. Select individual
Annual Editions articles to enhance your course, or access and select the entire Angeloni: Annual Editions: Anthropology, 40/e
book here http://create.mheducation.com/createonline/index.html#qlink=search%2Ftext%3Disbn:1259666417 for an easy, prebuilt teaching resource. Visit http://create.mheducation.com for more information on other McGraw-Hill titles and special
collections.
Can forests think? Do dogs dream? In this astonishing book, Eduardo Kohn challenges the very foundations of anthropology,
calling into question our central assumptions about what it means to be human and thus distinct from all other life forms.
Based on four years of fieldwork among the Runa of Ecuador s Upper Amazon, Eduardo Kohn draws on his rich ethnography
to explore how Amazonians interact with the many creatures that inhabit one of the world s most complex ecosystems.
Whether or not we recognize it, our anthropological tools hinge on those capacities that make us distinctly human. However,
when we turn our ethnographic attention to how we relate to other kinds of beings, these tools (which have the effect of
divorcing us from the rest of the world) break down. How Forests Think seizes on this breakdown as an opportunity. Avoiding
reductionistic solutions, and without losing sight of how our lives and those of others are caught up in the moral webs we
humans spin, this book skillfully fashions new kinds of conceptual tools from the strange and unexpected properties of the
living world itself. In this groundbreaking work, Kohn takes anthropology in a new and exciting directionÐone that offers a
more capacious way to think about the world we share with other kinds of beings.
The lucid essays in the original edition of High Heels and Bound Feet drove lively discussions and engagement with core
anthropological concepts in traditional and online courses. Lenkeit showed how one's daily life at work, at school, at home, and
at play could be more engaging and provocative when viewed through anthropology's multifaceted lens. The slightly expanded
Second Edition is freshened by the addition of seven new essays. Each continues to illustrate myriad possible applications of
concepts and methods from anthropology to everyday experiences.While essays focus on cultural anthropology, the inclusion
of topics on linguistics, biological anthropology, and archaeology brings attention to the holistic nature of the discipline. All
essays conclude with material useful for assimilating content: Thinking It Through, Anthropological Terms, and Thinking
Practically.According to the author, education should color one's life and broaden one's perspective. High Heels and Bound
Feet, 2/E will pique readers' interest as they discover how anthropology informs, energizes, and infuses their lives every day.
First English Words
Adventures in Anthropology on a Tropical Island, Second Edition
How Forests Think
Introducing Anthropology
Dancing Skeletons
The Annual Editions series is designed to provide convenient, inexpensive access to a wide range of current articles from some of the most respected magazines,
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newspapers, and journals published today. Annual Editions are updated on a regular basis through a continuous monitoring of over 300 periodical sources. The
articles selected are authored by prominent scholars, researchers, and commentators writing for a general audience. Annual Editions volumes have a number of
organizational features designed to make them especially valuable for classroom use: a general introduction; an annotated table of contents; a topic guide; an
annotated listing of supporting World Wide Web sites; a brief overview and Learning Outcomes at the beginning of each unit, and a Critical Thinking section at
the end of each article. Each volume also offers an online Instructor's Resource Guide with testing materials. Using Annual Editions in the Classroom is a general
guide that provides a number of interesting and functional ideas for using Annual Editions readers in the classroom. Visit ww.mhhe.com/annualeditions for more
details.
Introducing Cultural AnthropologyMcGraw-Hill Humanities, Social Sciences & World Languages
The International Society for Justice Research (ISJR) aims to provide a platform for interdisciplinary justice scholars who are encouraged to present and
exchange their ideas. This exchange has yielded a fruitful advance of theoretical and empirically-oriented justice research. This volume substantiates this
academic legacy and the research prospects of the ISJR in the field of justice theory and research. Included are themes and topics such as the theory of the justice
motive, the mapping of the multifaceted forms of justice (distributive, procedural) and justice in context-bound spheres (e.g. non-humans). It presents a
comprehensive "state of the art" overview in the field of justice research theory and it puts forth an agenda for future interdisciplinary and international justice
research. It is worth noting that authors in this proposed volume represent ISJR's leading scholarship. Thus, the compilation of their research within a single
framework exposes potential readers to high quality academic work that embodies the past, current and future trends of justice research.
Ten cultures! Barbara Gallatin Anderson brings to life a range of cultures from the tribal Hmong to a United States military base. With humor and a precision
born of hands-on familiarity with the regions involved, she draws the reader into startlingly real identification with other peoples worlds: France, Denmark,
Thailand, India, Morocco, Japan, Corsica, China, Russia, and the United States. Every chapter gives us insight into the ways we identify with basic
anthropological themes, the challenges of applied fieldwork, and the impact of change. To a surprising extent the reader becomes the anthropologistwith all the
highs and lows that are part of life as a cultural anthropologist.
Assessment and Learning
Cultural Anthropology: 101
Life and Death in West Africa, 20th Anniversary Edition
Toward an Anthropology Beyond the Human
Studyguide for Introducing Cultural Anthropology by Roberta Lenkeit, Isbn 9780078034879
And Other Essays on Everyday Anthropology, Second Edition
A comprehensive overview of the 5G landscape covering technology options, most likely use cases and
potential system architectures.
One of America's leading anthropolgists offers solutions to the perplexing question of why people
behave the way they do. Why do Hindus worship cows? Why do Jews and Moslems refuse to eat pork? Why did
so many people in post-medieval Europe believe in witches? Marvin Harris answers these and other
perplexing questions about human behavior, showing that no matter how bizarre a people's behavior may
seem, it always stems from identifiable and intelligble sources.
Although archaeologists are using GIS technology at an accelerating rate, publication of their work has
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not kept pace. A state-of-the-art exploration the subject, GIS and Archaeological Site Location
Modeling pulls together discussions of theory and methodology, scale, data, quantitative methods, and
cultural resource management and uses loc
An activity pack to accompany First English Words, winner of the Best Entry for Young Learners prize at
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh English Language Book Awards 2012. The First English Words Activity Pack
contains a broad range of fun, varied and engaging activities and resources, inspired by the awardwinning, beautifully illustrated picture dictionary First English Words. Young learners can meet, learn
and practise their first words in English and develop their literacy skills with the help of Ben, Daisy
and Keekee the monkey. Encourage a love for learning English and capture the imagination of children at
home or in the classroom. The pack contains: - First English Words Picture Dictionary and audio CD with
songs and words- First English Words Activity Book 1- First English Words Activity Book 2- First
English Words Teacher's Book- Audio CD with stories and words- Pack of 100 flashcards (210 x 148mm)Pack of 35 story cards (279 x 210mm)- 4 posters * Covers the first English words children need to
learn* Develops literacy and analysis skills* Components are beautifully illustrated and in full
colour* Activity Books contain plenty of space for children to practise their writing and drawing*
Teacher's Book includes lesson plans, ideas for activities and games, and photocopiable resources*
Audio CDs help children develop listening and speaking skills and a love of singing and storytelling
Also available: First English Words, First English Words Activity Book 1, First English Words Activity
Book 2, First English Words Teacher's Book.
Handbook of Social Justice Theory and Research
9780073258959
Our Origins
Readings in Cultural Anthropology
Life as a Cultural Anthropologist
A Toolkit for a Global Age

Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from
the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes,
and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook
Specific. Accompanys: 9780073258959 9780073107738 .
Wie hängen sprachliche und mathematische Entwicklung zusammen? Dieser Frage wird derzeit mit großem
Interesse aus unterschiedlichen Perspektiven nachgegangen. Dieser Sammelband vereint Erkenntnisse aus
Psychologie, Neurowissenschaften, Mathematikdidaktik, (Psycho-)Linguistik und Mehrsprachigkeitsforschung.
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Der interdisziplinäre Ansatz bietet einen umfassenden Blick auf den aktuellen Forschungsstand, dargestellt
von national und international renommierten Forschenden. Das Buch gliedert sich in drei Teile. Der erste Teil
„Modelle und Theorien“ fasst theoretische Überlegungen zusammen und stellt Strukturen für Forschung und
Praxis bereit. Dieser Teil dient dazu, den Grundstein für die anderen Teile sowie für zukünftige Forschung zu
legen. Der zweite Teil „Kindergartenalter“ sowie der dritte Teil „Grundschulalter“ decken empirische Befunde
über die Korrelation zwischen Sprache und mathematischem Lernen in der jeweiligen Altersgruppe ab. Ein
besonderer Fokus liegt hierbei auf dem Aspekt der Mehrsprachigkeit. Damit bietet dieser Sammelband eine
große Bandbreite fachspezifischen Wissens für Bildungswissenschaftler*innen, Lehramtsstudierende,
Psycholog*innen und Forschende zur Mehrsprachigkeit.
THE ESSENCE OF ANTHROPOLOGY features an experienced and diverse author team with expertise in all
subfields of anthropology. With an eye to visual and written clarity, the authors present anthropology from an
integrated, holistic perspective. They use three unifying themes as a framework to tie the book together and
keep students focused: systemic adaptation to emphasize that every culture, past and present, is an integrated
and dynamic system of adaptation; biocultural connections that highlight the integration of human culture and
biology in the steps humans take to meet the challenges of survival; and the emergence of globalization and its
disparate impact on peoples and cultures around the world. Pedagogical elements support these main themes
and give deeper insight into the meaning and relevance of a wide range of topics covered in the general
narrative by tying examples to behavior today. Insightful questions foster critical thinking, additional Visual
Counterpoints widen the book's array of compare-and-contrast examples, and a new Digging into Anthropology
feature provides a hands-on approach to anthropological methods by giving active learning opportunities
related to each chapter's content. In addition, the authors have broadened viewpoints to offer explanations and
examples from different points of view. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
There is a need in the higher education arena for a book that responds to the need for using technology in a
classroom of tech-savvy students. This book is filled with illustrative examples of questions and teaching
activities that use classroom response systems from a variety of disciplines (with a discipline index). The book
also incorporates results from research on the effectiveness of the technology for teaching. Written for
instructional designers and re-designers as well as faculty across disciplines. A must-read for anyone
interested in interactive teaching and the use of clickers. This book draws on the experiences of countless
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instructors across a wide range of disciplines to provide both novice and experienced teachers with practical
advice on how to make classes more fun and more effective.”--Eric Mazur, Balkanski Professor of Physics and
Applied Physics, Harvard University, and author, Peer Instruction: A User’s Manual “Those who come to this
book needing practical advice on using ‘clickers’ in the classroom will be richly rewarded: with case studies, a
refreshing historical perspective, and much pedagogical ingenuity. Those who seek a deep, thoughtful
examination of strategies for active learning will find that here as well—in abundance. Dr. Bruff achieves a
marvelous synthesis of the pragmatic and the philosophical that will be useful far beyond the life span of any
single technology.” --Gardner Campbell, Director, Academy for Teaching and Learning, and Associate
Professor of Literature, Media, and Learning, Honors College, Baylor University
What Makes Us Human?
Studyguide for Introducing Cultural Anthropology by Lenkeit, Roberta
Cultural Anthropology
Outlines and Highlights for Introducing Cultural Anthropology by Roberta Lenkeit, Isbn
The Riddles of Culture
Creating Active Learning Environments
Since its initial publication, Writing about Writing has empowered tens of thousands of students to investigate
assumptions about writing and to explore how writing works. It does so by making writing itself the subject of
inquiry. Unique to Wardle and Downs' approach, the text presents "threshold concepts" about writing--central
ideas that writers need to understand in order to progress. As they come to a deeper understanding of these
threshold concepts, students are able to transfer their understanding to any writing situation they encounter.
This new edition has been refined and improved based on input from instructors using the text. Now with more
explicit instruction to support academic writers, a new Part One explains the value of investigating writing,
introduces threshold concepts and the notion of transfer, details the elements of genre and rhetorical reading,
and offers a guide for conducting writing studies research at a level appropriate for undergraduates. The
readings chapters have been updated and streamlined, and as in past editions they are supported with
introductions, scaffolded questions, and activities. An extensive Instructor's Manual by teacher-trainer Matt
Bryan provides support for teaching with a writing-about-writing approach.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101
Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies:
9780872893795. This item is printed on demand.
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What is the role of culture in human experience? This concise yet solid introduction to cultural anthropology
helps readers explore and understand this crucial issue from a Christian perspective. Now revised and updated
throughout, this new edition of a successful textbook covers standard cultural anthropology topics with special
attention given to cultural relativism, evolution, and missions. It also includes a new chapter on medical
anthropology. Plentiful figures, photos, and sidebars are sprinkled throughout the text, and updated ancillary
support materials and teaching aids are available through Baker Academic's Textbook eSources.
Assessment and Learning places learning at the centre of our concerns and explicitly underscores the
importance of assessment in that learning. This new edition provides a comprehensive overview of assessment
that is used to support learning, practice-based theory on assessment for learning, and formative assessment
to support individual development and motivate learners. With a strong list of existing and new contributors,
this second edition has been updated to include the latest work on assessment. Readers will find researchinformed insights from a wide variety of international contexts. It features: - New chapters on e-assessment,
the learner's perspective on assessment and learning and the influence of assessment on how we value
learning - Teacher-friendly assessment topics - Practical examples and chapter summaries throughout This
book is useful to teacher educators and researchers on postgraduate courses in education, teaching, learning
and assessment. John Gardner is a professor of education at Queens University Belfast, and President of the
British Educational Research Association.
Studyguide for Introducing Cultural Anthropology by Roberta Lenkeit, ISBN 9780077433024
A Christian Perspective
Cram101 Textbook Outlines to Accompany Introducing Cultural Anthropology, Lenkeit, 2nd Ed
5G Mobile and Wireless Communications Technology
Discovering Physical Anthropology
Social Science

A brief, accessible introduction to cultural anthropology with in-text activities that give
students the opportunity to explore anthropology's relevance to their own lives.
Because of the increasing breadth and complexity of the field, most texts for introductorylevel, general anthropology courses (so-called four-field courses) have tended to become
longer and more detailed. In contrast, this concise book, authored by a physical
anthropologist, offers a tightly managed amount of detail and a student-friendly narrative
approach (explaining its topics through a clear sequence of ideas), while including all of the
traditional topics in anthropology.
The lucid essays in the original edition of High Heels and Bound Feet drove lively discussions
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and engagement with core anthropological concepts in traditional and online courses. Lenkeit
showed how one’s daily life at work, at school, at home, and at play could be more engaging
and provocative when viewed through anthropology’s multifaceted lens. The slightly expanded
Second Edition is freshened by the addition of seven new essays. Each continues to illustrate
myriad possible applications of concepts and methods from anthropology to everyday
experiences. While essays focus on cultural anthropology, the inclusion of topics on
linguistics, biological anthropology, and archaeology brings attention to the holistic nature of
the discipline. All essays conclude with material useful for assimilating content: Thinking It
Through, Anthropological Terms, and Thinking Practically. According to the author, education
should color one’s life and broaden one’s perspective. High Heels and Bound Feet, 2/E will
pique readers’ interest as they discover how anthropology informs, energizes, and infuses their
lives every day.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of
the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780072820256 .
Treetops Graphic Novels
Designing & Conducting Ethnographic Research
GIS and Archaeological Site Location Modeling
Loose-Leaf Version for Writing about Writing
High Heels and Bound Feet
Introducing Cultural Anthropology
This concise and accessible introduction establishes the relevance of cultural anthropology for the modern
world through an integrated, ethnographically informed approach. The book develops readers’ understanding
and engagement by addressing key issues such as: What it means to be human The key characteristics of
culture as a concept Relocation and dislocation of peoples The conflict between political, social and ethnic
boundaries The concept of economic anthropology Cultural Anthropology: 101 includes case studies from both
classic and contemporary ethnography, as well as a comprehensive bibliography and index. It is an essential
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guide for students approaching this fascinating field for the first time.
Demonstrate the nature of culture and its influence on people's lives. For over 40 years, the best-selling
Conformity and Conflict has brought together original readings and cutting edge research alongside classic
works as a powerful way to study human behavior and events. Its readings cover a broad range of theoretical
perspectives and demonstrate basic anthropological concepts. The Fourteenth Edition incorporates successful
articles from past editions and fresh ideas from the field to show fascinating perspectives on the human
experience. Teaching and Learning Experience Personalize Learning - MyAnthroLab delivers proven results in
helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that personalize learning, and comes from a trusted
partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors achieve their
goals. Improve Critical Thinking - Articles, article introductions and review questions encourage students to
examine their assumptions, discern hidden values, evaluate evidence, assess their conclusions, and more!
Engage Students - Section parts, key terms, maps, a glossary and subject index all spark student interest and
illustrate the reader's main points with examples and visuals from daily life. Support Instructors - Teaching your
course just got easier! You can create a Customized Text or use our Instructor's Manual, Electronic “MyTest”
Test Bank or PowerPoint Presentation Slides. Additionally, Conformity and Conflict's part introductions parallel
the basic concepts taught in introductory courses – which allow the book to be used alone as a reader or in
conjunction with a main text. Note: MyAnthroLab does not come automatically packaged with this text. To
purchase MyAnthroLab, please visit www.MyAnthroLab.com or you can purchase a valuepack of the text +
MyAnthroLab (at no additional cost): VP ISBN-10: 0205176011/ISBN-13: 9780205176014
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